Korea, and Vietnam. From an altogether different perspective, some might protest that other kinds of border are not always set up firmly enough in the real or virtual spaces where separation seems desirable, as when others intrude upon one's solitude, or one's freedom, or one's way of life.
In some modes of experience, a border is a cultural barrier more often breached than respected. This paper examines the kind of breaking through boundaries represented in the novel Season of Migration to the North (1966) by the Sudanese novelist Tayib Salih . In formal terms, his narrative hovers over several kinds of boundary: between realism and allegory, between autobiography and intertexuality, and between literal and figurative acts of translation. In terms of characterization, his protagonist crosses the literal border from his colonized South to the European North. He submits to, or undergoes, a kind of radical acculturation: that in itself crosses a border within him: between old and new ways of life, traditional or inherited and modern or acquired values. This process, in his somewhat unusual or extreme case, also breaks down the barriers that separate civility and being civilized from rapacity and barbarism. In dramatizing this process, Salih's novel crosses over into the mode of a fable. This fable negotiates a crossing between a tale set in England and the Sudan and a fable in which a North African assumes and inverts the typologies and stereotypes associated with Shakespeare's Othello and Caliban, or the antinomial relation between Europe and Africa set up in Conrad's Heart of Darkness. Salih thus provides a fascinating reflection on a singular aspect of the condition of societies that were once colonized, and then find themselves moving or propelled towards what one might call a postcolonial condition, which is characterized by a dual compulsion. One aspect entails the desire to live within certain artificial psychic borders -either self-imposed, or foisted upon one set of people by another; its opposite entails the equally strong compulsion to break through such borders and boundaries.
II
One might say that Salih's novel provides access to the interface between "colonial" and "modern" from a perspective that is the opposite of the one provided by Conrad's Heart of Darkness. The two fictional narratives stand at the same border, but view it from opposite sides.
